
Collectors Guide

Willow Tree is a line of figurine sculptures created by artist Susan Lordi in January 
2000. The Willow Tree line specialises in rustic faceless people and angels 

intended to represent feelings or life events. The figurines are made from hand-
painted resin which is cast from Lordi's hand-carved clay sculptures. Creator Susan 

Lordi partnered with the company Demdaco to produce, market and distribute 
Willow Tree figurines.[2] The line is available nationwide in independent Gift shops 

and Hallmark stores and is often a top seller with prices from £8 to £50 January 
2000, Susan has introduced new work in January and June of each year. Over time, 

individual pieces or even

Angels
something special

photo frames

January 2000
Willow Tree® is introduced at the Atlanta Giftmart with 12 small angels, 3 tall angels, 1 
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figure and the 6-piece Nativity. Many of these pieces are still current in the product line.
January 2001
Smaller versions of some of the most popular angels are introduced as Ornaments 
January 2002
Carved bas-relief Plaques (and plaque stands) are introduced
January 2003
Willow Tree® journals, boxed card sets, gift bags, calendar, notecards are introduced
Summer 2003
The Crèche is introduced to accompany the 6-piece Nativity, Three Wisemen and Shepherd 
and Stable Animals pieces
Summer 2004
Keepsake Boxes are introduced
January 2006
First Dated Ornament is introduced. Series continues each year through current, changing to 
the Trellis Ornament format in January 2011, and back again to the Figurative format for 
2014.
January 2007
Memory Boxes are introduced.
The Christmas Story large-scale nativity figures are introduced
Summer 2007
Photo Frames are introduced in four different styles of varying designs
January 2008
The Promise Cake Topper is introduced, accompanied by a Photo Album and Guestbook to 
complete the Willow Tree Wedding Collection
Summer 2008
Metal-edged Ornaments are introduced
January 2009
Candleholders are introduced
March 2009
The Roses in my Garden collection of children, with the Reliquary and Coordinating 
Shelves, is introduced as a way for people to select figures that represent the members of 
their families. Pieces are combined with parent and parent/child figures as Family 
Groupings
January 2010
Journals are introduced
January 2011
Trellis Ornaments are introduced
The Holy Family smaller-scale nativity figure is introduced
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Summer 2011
Musicals are introduced
Summer 2012
Additional pieces are added to The Holy Family… Shelter and Sheltering Animals now 
complement this small, intimate piece.
Summer 2014
Darker skin tones and hair color on eight family figures are introduced to provide more 
options for creating Family Groupings that reflect families universally.
January 2015
In celebration of the 15th Anniversary of Willow Tree®, Susan creates and introduces the 
Signature Collection… three pieces (By my side, Shine and Starry Night Nativity) related 
by architectural form, distinctive coloring and textural surfaces. The pieces have decorative 
elements, intense blue gradation of color, and applied gold leaf detail.
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Willow Tree Angels with LOVE Figurine

• Willow Tree Collection
• Hand made and Hand painted from resin
• Gives effect of being carved from wood
• Branded gift box
• Height 13cm

Product Description
Willow Tree is an intimate line of figurative sculpture that speaks in quiet ways 
to heal, comfort, protect and inspire. Expressions are revealed through 
gestures only…a tilt of the head, placement of the hands, a turn of the body. 
Simplicity of form and the absence of facial features signify Willow Tree. 
Susan Lordi hand carves each original figure before they are carefully 
reproduced in hand decorated resin to capture her original style and sculpting 
technique. Susan tries to keep the interpretation of Willow Tree open, hoping 
to make it more personal, and allowing the individual to decide its meaning.
Box Contains
1 x Willow Tree figure

1 x Branded Gift Box

well packaged and looks beautiful! Highly recommend as a gift for friend/family
The whole range make great presents but this one in particular for Anyone with a love for 
cats

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

ANGEL LOVE
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Angel of freedom

£15.99

Product Description
Willow Tree is an intimate line of figurative sculpture that speaks in quiet ways 
to heal, comfort, protect and inspire. Expressions are revealed through 
gestures only…a tilt of the head, placement of the hands, a turn of the body. 
Simplicity of form and the absence of facial features signify Willow Tree. 
Susan Lordi hand carves each original figure before they are carefully 
reproduced in hand decorated resin to capture her original style and sculpting 
technique. Susan tries to keep the interpretation of Willow Tree open, hoping 
to make it more personal, and allowing the individual to decide its meaning.
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ANGEL OF FRIENDSHIP 
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Willow Tree ANGELS OF HARMONY Figurine

• Willow Tree Collection
• Hand made and Hand painted from resin
• Gives effect of being carved from wood
• Branded gift box

For the person who loves music. Maybe he/she who just passed a music exam.

ANGEL OF HARMONY
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Write about ANGEL OF MINE here.

ANGEL OF MINE
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Willow Tree Angel of Prayer Figurine
This little angel arrived very quickly and was very well packaged. She is made to the 
same size scale as the other figures in the Nativity Set, so looks perfect along side them. 
The quality of craftsmanship is equal to all the 'Willow Tree' figures, and though they are 
made of a resin, they look and feel as if they have been hand craved and painted. They 
have no facial features or fussy details; this creates a serene atmosphere about them - 
they are quite simply beautiful!RRP:

£18.00
Price: £12.65

ANGEL OF PRAYER
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• Willow Tree Collection
• Hand made and Hand painted from resin
• Gives effect of being carved from wood
• Branded gift box
• Height 13cm
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Willow Tree ANGEL OF KITCHEN Figurine

• Willow Tree Collection
• Hand made and Hand painted from resin
• Gives effect of being carved from wood
• Branded gift box

•

Perfect gift for that special person who a marvel in the Kitchen maybe a great cok and its 
your way of saying thank you.

Product Description

Willow Tree is an intimate line of figurative sculpture that speaks in quiet ways 
to heal, comfort, protect and inspire. Expressions are revealed through 
gestures only…a tilt of the head, placement of the hands, a turn of the body. 
Simplicity of form and the absence of facial features signify Willow Tree. 
Susan Lordi hand carves each original figure before they are carefully 
reproduced in hand decorated resin to capture her original style and sculpting 
technique. Susan tries to keep the interpretation of Willow Tree open, hoping 
to make it more personal, and allowing the individual to decide its meaning.
Box Contains
1 x Willow Tree figure

1 x Branded Gift Box
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ANGEL OF THE KITCHEN
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ANGEL WILLOW TREE

• ANGEL LOVE
• ANGEL OF HARMONY

• MY HOME IS YOUR HOME
• ANGEL OF THE GARDEN
• ANGEL OF THE KITCHEN

• SWEET HEART
• ANGEL OF COMFORT

• SUNRISE
• YOUR THE BEST
• REMEMBRANCE

• ANGELS OF HOPE
• ANGELS OF EMBRACE

• ANGEL OF LIGHT
• ANGEL OF FREEDOM
• ANGEL OF HEALING

• BRIGHT STAR
• COURAGE

• ANGEL OF FRIENDSHIP
• WITH AFFECTION
• THINKING OF YOU

• WITH LOVE
• JUST FOR YOU

• ANGEL OF PRAYER
• ANGEL OF CARING

• GOOD HEALTH
• LOVING ANGEL

• ANGEL OF FRIENDSHIP
• GUARDIAN ANGEL
• ANGEL OF MINE

• ABUNDANCE
• CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT
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Willow Tree Angel of Embrace Figurine

Price: £18.00

Angel of Embrace" was everything I thought it would be, absolutely beautiful and 
appropriate for the occasion. As i could not make my mind up because of the vast 
selection my sister purchased another "Angel" and the special baby's mother was 
delighted with the gifts nice for christening or birth
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Seattle Nordic Heritage 
Museum 
CONTACT INFORMATION
Mailing Address
Nordic Heritage Museum
3014 NW 67th Street
Seattle, WA 98117

Telephone Number
(206) 789-5707

STAFF DIRECTORY

CEO - Eric Nelson
Executive Assistant - Kirstine Bendix Knudsen 

Deputy Director of External Affairs - Jan Woldseth Colbrese 

Development
Development Associate, Stewardship - Katy Ahrens
Membership & Database Coordinator - Kiersten Bowers
Events & Sponsorship Coordinator - Jenny Iverson
Development Assistant - Kelly Matson
Grant Writer - Nick DeCicco 

Marketing & Communications
Marketing and Communications Coordinator - Gloria Chenoweth
Graphic Designer - Ani Rucki 

Deputy Director of Operations - Sandra Nestorovic 

Curatorial
Program Manager - Jonathan Sajda
Collections Manager - Fred Poyner IV
Exhibitions Coordinator - Kirsten Olsen
Music Library Archivist - Kathi Ploeger
Registrar - Ariane Westin-McCaw
Children's Education Coordinator - Alison Church
Public Programs Coordinator - Stina Cowan
Adult Education Coordinator - Jeremy Ehrlich 

Seattle Nordic Heritage Museum
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The gesture of something special is one of protection and caring for 
something precious... our children, our earth, our natural resources. I 
see it as a hopeful piece about possibilities… about every child, doing 
his or her share

Amazon price £17 

SOMETHING SPECIAL
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Willow Tree is an intimate line of figurative sculpture that speaks in quiet ways 
to heal, comfort, protect and inspire. Artist Susan Lordi hand carves each 
original Willow Tree sculpture. This piece is cast from her original carving, and 
then painted by hand. The figurine features a boy sitting on the rock and 
holding plant pot with a small plant in it, made from resin and painted with 
lead-free paint. This piece is a symbol of hope...a green sprout that is a new 
beginning. Included in the rock carvings are puzzle pieces which are 
descriptive of how we are all linked together. Words carved into the rock: 

SOMETHING SPECIAL
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green, planet, peace, nature, you and me, clean air, free, etc. The product is 
supplied in branded gift box with the vellum insert containing a signed note 
from Susan Lordi and a gift tag including the sentiment: "You make the world 
a better place" and space for your personal message. Height: 14.0 cm.

Willow Tree

Angels

Product Details
Care Instructions
Your Stories

• Name: something special
• Materials: resin
• Measurements: 5.5"h
• Interior packaging: recyclable paper pulp
• Sentiment: You make the world a better place
• index

SOMETHING SPECIAL
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Susan Lordi

Susan Lordi Marker received an MFA with honors from the University of 
Kansas, Lawrence. Her fiber work has won awards in the United States and 
internationally, including Best of Show in the exhibition Muse of the Millennium, 
Seattle Nordic Heritage Museum; Second Prize in Fiberart International, Pittsburgh; 
and International Judge's Choice Award in International Textile Design Competition, 
Tokyo, Japan. Her work has been published in art journals and museum exhibition 
catalogs. A monograph of her work, Portfolio Collection: Susan Lordi Marker was 
published by Telos Art Publishing in 2003. She is one of 10 U.S. artists featured in 
the Telos book Art Textiles: USA. Lordi Marker has served on the fiber faculty of 
both the Kansas City Art Institute and the University of Kansas. 

More recently, Lordi Marker has created a commercial gift line of figurative 
sculpture. The proceeds of her licensed artwork have allowed her to support 
integration of the arts through her involvement with many cultural, visual, and 
performing arts organizations in the Kansas City community and surrounding 
states. 

Lordi Marker has created specific works to benefit childrens' hospitals in Kansas 
City, Canada, and England; the Susan G. Komen Foundation; and Care for 
Children in China. In 2005, the alumni association of University of Missouri, 
Columbia, awarded her the Outstanding Achievement and Meritorious Service 
Citation. 

Susan Lordi
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Susan Lordi Marker maintains her studio in the Crossroads Art District of Kansas 
City, Missouri. 
home website http://susanlordimarker.com

Somewhere in Missouri is a stretch of prairie owned by Susan Lordi Marker. There 
the artist is carefully and lovingly restoring the prairie grasses that once were the 
glory of the plains
INDEX
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THINKING OF YOU

Perfect gift for a friend going through a really tough time

Price: £14.89
INDEX

THINKING OF YOU
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Willow Tree with Affection Figurine

• Willow Tree Collection
• Hand made and Hand painted from resin
• Gives effect of being carved from wood
• Branded gift box
• Height 13cm

Product Description
Willow Tree is an intimate line of figurative sculpture that speaks in quiet ways 
to heal, comfort, protect and inspire. Expressions are revealed through 
gestures only…a tilt of the head, placement of the hands, a turn of the body. 
Simplicity of form and the absence of facial features signify Willow Tree. 
Susan Lordi hand carves each original figure before they are carefully 
reproduced in hand decorated resin to capture her original style and sculpting 
technique. Susan tries to keep the interpretation of Willow Tree open, hoping 
to make it more personal, and allowing the individual to decide its meaning.
Box Contains
1 x Willow Tree figure

1 x Branded Gift Box

well packaged and looks beautiful! Highly recommend as a gift for friend/family
The whole range make great presents but this one in particular for Anyone with a love for 
cats
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